Drug Companies
Fear Release of
“Jacked Up” Pill
Big Pharma
executives are
nervous. Analysts
expect new natural
“Jacked Up” pill
could put a huge
crimp in sales to
men over 50. Pill
said to restore
strength; energy,
metabolism,
sex-drive, memory
and focus back to
health-levels of a
30-year-old man.
NEW YORK:
It’s hard to believe that in America
today; a pill that could change the lives
of millions of men is in danger of being
yanked from the shelves. And it’s just
because big drug companies fear for their
proﬁts!
Right now, the pharmaceutical industry
is desperately trying to stop shipments
of the widely anticipated “Jacked Up”
pill. The pill, made for men over 50, was
released early last month. Yet, despite
Big Pharma’s efforts, sales have already
exceeded expectations.

Solomon S., from Brighton Beach,
NY, after 107-days of taking
breakthrough new pill for men.
All across the country, older men are
experiencing the startling effects of the
‘Jacked Up’ pill. No wonder why drug
companies are so worried.

Initial Users Are Thrilled!
“After 6 weeks I’m impressed! I’m
getting lean but NOT losing strength and
size… plus MY ABS ARE BACK!
- Eddie D. of Tarrytown, NY
“I’m 67 years old and playing tennis
again... tennis!
- Guy R. of Fresno, CA

“If you’re over 50
and healthy...with a
strong body, a healthy
sex drive, a clear mind
and youthful looks;
you aren’t likely to
be buying expensive
prescription pills”
The name says it all. The “Jacked
Up” pill helps evaporate body fat, builds
muscle mass, restores sex drive, increases
energy, improves circulation and mental
capacity – and boosts testosterone levels
up to a whopping 170%. Doctors are
astounded by its effects.

What You Stand to Lose
If Big Business Wins
Why do drug companies want this
pill stopped? Since the “Jacked Up” pill
is natural, drug companies can’t patent
it (like they did with Viagra) and make
big proﬁts. Plus, if you’re over 50 and
healthy, with a strong body, a healthy
sex drive, a clear mind and youthful
looks; you aren’t likely to be buying
expensive prescription pills. That’s the
very reason big business is trying to have
it pulled from the shelves.
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“Big Pharma”
Fat Cats
Want It Gone

The
powerful
Pharma
companies don’t want this to
be available to the public any
longer. They want to produce
their own synthetic version of
the “Jacked Up” pill (They’ve
tried. It doesn’t work)…

Jaw-Dropping Results

Experts agree the “Jacked Up” pill is
revolutionary.
You will see your belly fat melt away,
enjoy impressive muscle growth, new
interest in sexual relations, you’ll feel
younger, better, healthier, stronger,
and your mind will feel focused and
remarkably clear. But if big business gets
its way you’ll never have the chance to
experience it for yourself. But you better
stock up now… before it’s too late!

Limited Supply
Supplies are disappearing quickly.
People are scrambling to get their hands
on as much as they can before it’s gone.
If Big Business wins, you will no longer
be able to buy it – at any price! For now,
you can still get the “Jacked Up” pill
over the counter, without a prescription.
The changes you will see in your
body are miraculous (fat evaporates,
muscle mass builds, your sex drive and
youthful energy returns, circulation
intensiﬁes-- and your testosterone levels
are restored).
The effects will be felt for years to
come. But the distributors aren’t sure
how long they can sustain the pressure
drug companies are putting on elected
ofﬁcials to halt its sale. So even if big
government and Big-Pharma eventually
succeed in burying “The Jacked Up Pill”
– you can reap its beneﬁts NOW and
secure your well-being far into the future.
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It’s a miracle! I jump out of
bed in the morning instead of
crawl. I feel so much stronger
too. Thank you for this!
- Michael B. of Dayton, OH
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How It Works
The “Jacked Up” pill works by
reigniting testosterone production in
older men (to levels they enjoyed in their
early 30’s). This formulation doesn’t
force dangerous synthetic testosterone
into your body like injections do.
Instead, it works with your body to
produce testosterone naturally. And the
results have been extraordinary. Men
report “FEELING STRONG… WITH
MORE ENERGY, FOCUS, DRIVE, AND
ENJOY AN INSATIABLE LIBIDO!” It’s
like your body reboots itself to feel like
it did in the prime of your life.

Special Opportunity
for Our Readers
The makers of the “Jacked Up” pill
are committed to beating Big Pharma
pressure to keep this pill out of your
hands. They are offering our readers (and
you) this special opportunity to test the
“Jacked Up” pill in your own home for a
full 60-days-- completely Risk Free. If you
don’t see remarkable changes in your
body, your mind, your sex-life, simply
return it… no questions asked, ever! If
you would like to try the “Jacked Up” pill
for yourself; Just call 1-800-340-2113 and
the distributor will send you a limited
supply plus additional FREE BOTTLES
(just ask). But you must call now before
it’s too late. This offer is limited to readers
of this newspaper.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE US FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THESE PRODUCTS
ARE NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS BASED UPON AVERAGES.

